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About This Game

Fear of spiders?

Arachnophobia is a VR application within the field of health and psychology, a - not too serious - self-controlled
implementation of a virtual reality exposure therapy session, where you gradually expose yourself to spiders.

Virtual reality exposure therapy is a psychological approach to learn dealing with irrational fears of a specific object (phobia) by
ways of systematic desensitization.

By generating enough phobic stress while immersed in a virtual reality environment, psychological effects can be invoked that
will dampen your phobia over time. It is a scientifically proven and therapeutic procedure to help people deal with their phobia.

In this VR experience you will be seated at a table in a small apartment. By looking at specific spots on a piece of paper in front
of you, you will be able to control the amount of exposure to virtual spiders. You can increase or decrease the number of spiders

in the room yourself. You will not be able to move your virtual arms in the experience.

There are 5 levels of exposure in this virtual reality experience.

You may quit at any time!

It is advised to install yourself into a sitting position and put your arms on the table in front of you just like your virtual avatar in
the scene. This way your brain will create an psychological association between the virtual arms of the avatar and your own arms
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in the real world ( rubber hand illusion ). This will improve the possible psychological effects by increasing immersion.
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Title: Arachnophobia
Genre: Casual, Simulation
Developer:
IgnisVR
Publisher:
IgnisVR
Release Date: 1 Jun, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1

Processor: Intel i5-4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970

Storage: 350 MB available space

Additional Notes: An OpenVR supported Virtual reality HMD is required

English
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Pros:
+ Good clean graphics
+ Good character design
+ Humor
+ Power-up system and money system
+ Good music

Cons:
- Basic moves
- No impact to the moves (weak feeling when punching enemies and throws)
- Unsatisfying sound FX
- No jumping & running
- Repetitive
- Time limit
- Short boards
- Too easy, enemies die fast
- Auto-aiming: your character moves to the enemy automatically
- Options are limited in menu: No screen options and difficulty setting

It's just an average Beat'em-up game. It's not bad, but it doesn't stand out compared to others. It looks fresh and clean on the
outside, but it is repetitive and gets boring for me. It's a little better in Co-op play. I can see that it would be a good time waster
to play on a phone, but for a PC or console game, it needs to be a lot more. One of the disappointing aspects of the game is the
impact of hits and throws. I feel like I'm punching or tossing feathers, so it doesn't feel satisfying. You'll get power-ups and
special moves during the game, but it didn't change the feeling for me. The appearance of the game is great, it just needs to be
more innovative and have more impact when playing.. Bugs...
Artworks are.... ==". Not a bad game. This is a slender-style game with a few different creatures trying to get you. The different
characters are really cool. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Lt1l5u9QDnA. This game does not work and Steam will not
refund my money ♥♥♥♥ them. This is a fun game with a low price. Don't pay for hints and have fun figuring things out. If you
feel that you need hints, then don't play this game. You get free hints anyway... I've been playing without hints and it's fun.
There are quests and puzzles and more. Try it if you're actually interested and get a refund if you don't like it. I'm having fun
with it. It is definiteley a casual game though!. This game needs serious work. 5 hours in I've seen one enemy very early in
game, who I killed with a knife. It's says this is realistic, it has never stopped raining, I died of dehydration. Lots of empty
bottles available you can't fill them with rainwater, a cooking pot does not fill up.? You pick certain things up, you drop your
weapon and can't pick it up again. The whole inventory system is just hard work. when you do pick something up you then need
to go into the inventory to find out what you've got. I have one item, I still don't know what it is. If you're expecting crafting
forget it.
I'll keep this in the hopes it will improve but knowing what I know now I wouldn't have bought this for the price.. In a
boomerang shop: "I'd like to buy a new boomerang please. Also, can you tell me how to throw the old one away?"
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The game is fantastic to play but as from day one when i play the game there went eleven files missing which had to be
reaquired every time after i played the game for more or less half an hour which is very frustrating. I experience a major
problem. I have done everything in my power to try and find a solution for the problem but all in vain. Some trains stop running,
some signals don't operate, some switch points don't switch. I tried to find out where the problem is but all answer that i get is
that happens in many games, which is no answer for me. I have done the usual like exclude the game from virus scanning etc,
etc.The people who sell these games make a lot of money and no one actually complain about the poor service. I don't even get
any feedback for my problem from the Steam community. (Am i the only one having this problem?)
Is there anybody out there that can help us to resolve this problem because i am starting to have my doubts about buying games
from steam. I experience the same problem with EEP 12 the more upgraded version of Railroad X. I would say a no to buy the
game.. At first Fractal: Make Blooms Not War feels like an easy puzzle game - just click there, and there, twice over here and
boom, level complete. After few levels it gets to the point where you start to doubt your skills. Be it campaing or puzzle mode,
there are sure to be levels which will make you head hurts. But if you ask me, that's actually a good thing in this genre. The
harder it gets, the more fun you get upon finishing it. And it will take longer than few hours to complete everything this game
can offer.. LOOVE IT its scarry i play it in the dark!. I gem of a puzzle game. Challenging and Beautiful. Great sound design..
This can be scaled to play with arcade controls or flight sim controls. I played it arcade style with joystick and really enjoyed it.
Lots of content here, graphics look great, flying is fun as hell.. Mediocre pinball, even for its time. The mere fact that they made
a Worms themed Pinball is already a waste of concept.. I have played this game for quite a while and all of a sudden it decides
to slowly jerk to where i cannot play it any more . I enjoy the mindless game but am now not so impressed with it.. needs a
saved highscore table and wave table and maybe a turbo mode to make it more exciting for the begining levels.
i do enjoy this game I play it when I games that need to be updated and when im just bored.
a challenge mode would be great, letting you only use stock level one weapons only or something.
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